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Abstract. Let A be an abelian subgroup of maximal order in

the finite metabelian £-group P. It is shown that there exists a nor-

mal abelian subgroup Ax of P such that the order of A\ is equal to

the order of A.

In [l], J. L. Alperin raised the following question. If p is any prime

and A is an abelian subgroup of index p" in the finite ^-group P, does

there exist a normal abelian subgroup of P of index pn} Alperin has

shown in [l] that the answer to this question is yes, if n is 2 or 3.

The purpose of this note is to answer this question in the affirmative

in the special case that P is metabelian. As in [2], for any p-<grouo P

we let A (P) be the set of abelian subgroups of P of maximal order.

We shall prove that if P is metabelian there exists a normal subgroup

A belonging to ^4(P). For metabelian ^-groups, this clearly implies

an affirmative answer to Alperin's question. The notations and

terminology are standard.

Lemma 1. Suppose P is a finite metabelian p-group and A belongs to

A(P). Then the following are true.

(i) IfxEP, [x,A]CA[x,A]EA(P).
(ii)   [x, y, z] [z, x, y] [y, z, x] = lfor allx, y, z in P.

(iii) // xEP, the order of A/Ca[x, A] is equal to the order of

[x, A]/AC\[x, A].
(iv) IfxEP, CA[x,A] = AC\A*and CA[(x), A] = r\(A»:yE(x)).

Proof. Statement (i) is contained in [2, Theorem 2.4, p. 272].

Statement (ii) is well known and follows directly from [2, Theorem

2.3, p. 19]. The third statement follows from (i), since the order of A

is equal to the order of [x, ^JCjx, A]. For (iv), aECA[x, A] if and

only if aEAr\CA((b-lY) for all bEA, if and only if aEAr\CP(A*)
= AC\AX. The second part of (iv) follows in exactly the same way.

Lemma 2. Suppose P is a finite metabelian p-group, AEA(P), and

xEP is such that [x, A ] ̂  NP(A). Then CA [x, A ] = CA [(x), A ], and so

[(x), A]CA[(x), A]EA(P).
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1 After submitting this note, the author became aware that J. L. Alperin has

proved the result, as well as some stronger results.
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Proof. Define the map/:^4—>[x, A]/AC\[x, A] by/(a) = [x, a]

(mod A(~\[x, A]) for all aEA. ll ai, a2EA, then [x, axai] = [x, a2]

■ [x, ai][x, Oi, ai] and [x, a\, ai]EAC\[x, A] by hypothesis. Since P

is metabelian, / is a homorphism, and / is clearly an onto map. If

a£Ker(/), then [x, a]EA, and so ia~l)xEA. Hence aEAr\A*~\

Also since [x, a]EA we have [x, a, ai] = l for all ax in A. By [2,

Lemma 2.5, p. 20] we obtain [x, au a] = 1 for all ai in A, and there-

fore aECA[x, A ] =A(~\A\ Therefore Ker(/) ^Ar\AxC\Ax~l ^AC\A",

but by Lemma 1 we must have equalities. It now follows easily that

CA[x, A] = AC\A* = C\iAy.y E (x)) = CA[{x), A}. Since [<*), A]
*[x,A], [{x),A]CA[{x),A]EAiP).

Theorem. If P is a finite metabelian p-group, then there exists

AEA(P) such that A is normal in P.

Proof. Let AEAiP) and If be a maximal subgroup of P con-

taining A. Inductively we may assume A is normal in M. Choose

xGPsuch thatP = (x, M). Then [x, A] SM^NPiA), and by Lemma

2, Ai= [(x), A]CA[(x), A]EAiP). We now show that Ax is normal

in P. Trivially x£.A7[(x), A]. Let mEM and [x*, a] he a generator

of [(x), .4]. Then [x\ a]m=[xi, a][x\ a, m] and by Lemma 1,

[x*, a, m]=[a, m, x1]-1^, xi, a]-1 which belongs to Av Let ax

ECA[(x), A], then a* = oi[ci, x]EAx\ if mEM, then [a™, [(x), A]]

= [au [{x),A]m~']m^ [ai,Ai]m=(l). Therefore P=(x, M) normalizes

Ai.
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